
(= veterinarian) a doctor for the animals 獸醫
a large monkey-like animal with long arms and red hair 紅⽑猩猩
a small mammal with short brown fur that swims well 
and eats fish ⽔獺

a person who lives in a certain place 居⺠
any of the bones of the fingers or toes 指⻣
a small plant with three round leaves on each stem 三葉草
any event that changes genetic structure of an organism 基因突變
a bull fighter ⾾⽜⼠
a person who watches an activity 觀眾
to make a connection 聯想
usually ⼀般來說
a type of pasta shaped into long, thin, flat strips 義⼤利扁麵條

vet (n)
orangutan (n)
otter (n)

inhabitant (n)
phalanx (n)
clover (n) 
genetic mutation (n) 
matador (n)
spectator (n)
associate (v)
typically (adv)
tagliatelle (n)
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enthusiastic 熱⼼的
really good 最好的
a person who is very passionate about something 愛好者
lying down 躺着的
having tracks cut on the surface 有坑紋的
the friction between a body and the surface on which 
it moves 附着摩擦⼒
how clearly you can see in certain condition 能⾒度
without a choice 強制性的
(of a child) to become too big to fit in something 因⻑⾼⽽不合⾝
referring to someone who is in the same situation with you 同伴的
a thick fatty oil used to make machine parts run smoothly 潤滑油
a single line of people with one person behind another 單⾏
multi-function 多⽤途的
a short trip for tasks like delivering a message or collecting 
something 差事
a box on wheels that is pulled by a car or a bicycle 拖⾞

avid (adj)
dandy (adj)
enthusiast (n) 
recumbent (adj)
grooved (adj)
traction (n)

visibility (n)
compulsory (adj)
grow out of (phr v)
fellow (adj)
grease (n) 
single file (n)
versatile (adj)
errand (n)

trailer (n)
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height above sea level ⾼度
having a hole cut through 刺破的
to go together 同⾏
permanently 永遠
a limited period of time 限時
to control a vehicle 操控
a Japanese form of wrestling 相撲
a small hat 無簷⼩便帽
a device for connecting an electrical appliance to the power 
supply in different countries 萬能插座
a bed that is made of a long piece of cloth or a net and is
tied between two trees or poles 吊床

also known as 也稱為
a man or boy 傢夥
a round stone used on the surface of a road 鵝卵⽯
to follow someone 尾隨
a fight between two people 決⾾
evil 邪惡的
a story that may or may not be true but is spread from person
to person 謠⾔
a message sent over a wire in code 電報
upset or excited about something 激動的
an opportunity that goes quickly and might not come again 
機不可失

to take hold of 把握
an unfortunate happening 打擊
to achieve a goal 成功完成
an achievement 功績
an act of limiting by regulation 限制
to prepare food in an original way 調製
to go somewhere dangerous 冒著危險
clear and different 鮮明的
a disorderly fighting 扭打
a group of animals of the same type living together 群體
a small bright yellow wild flower with a lot of long thin petals 
蒲公英

altitude (n) 
punctured (adj)
accompany (v)
for good (adv)
stint (n)
manoeuvre (v)
sumo (n)
beanie (n)
universal adaptor (n)

hammock (n)

aka (phr) 
fellow (n)
cobblestone (n) 
tail (v)
duel (n)
vicious (adj) 
rumour (n)

telegram (n) 
worked up (adj)
now or never (phr)
 
seize (v)
blow (n)
pull off (phr v)
feat (n)
restriction (n)
concoct (v) 
venture (v)
distinct (adj) 
scuffle (n)
colony (n)
dandelion (n) 
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physically strong 堅固的
a device with a sharp blade 剃⼑

robust (adj) 
razor (n) 
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